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Abstract— In this paper, we present an algorithmic framework which computes the collision-free velocities for the robot
in a human shared dynamic and uncertain environment. We
extend the concept of Inverse Velocity Obstacle (IVO) to a
probabilistic variant to handle the state estimation and motion
uncertainties that arise due to the other participants of the environment. These uncertainties are modeled as non-parametric
probability distributions. In our PIVO: Probabilistic Inverse
Velocity Obstacle, we propose the collision-free navigation as
an optimization problem by reformulating the velocity conditions of IVO as chance constraints that takes the uncertainty
into account. The space of collision-free velocities that result
from the presented optimization scheme are associated to a
confidence measure as a specified probability. We demonstrate
the efficacy of our PIVO through numerical simulations and
demonstrating its ability to generate safe trajectories under
highly uncertain environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Safety is paramount as robots navigate amongst humans
and a cornerstone in ensuring safety lies in efficacious
modeling of uncertainty. Often uncertainty estimates can
be overly conservative resulting in large deviations in the
executed trajectory [1], [2]. The keynote lies in formulations
of uncertainty that ensure parsimonious trajectories without
compromising safety.
In [3] we had come up with an alternate formulation of
the popular velocity obstacle [4] that bypassed the need for
estimating the robot’s state and velocity, yet execute effective
collision avoidance maneuvers from successive observations
of moving agents. This alternative formulation was coined as
the Inverse Velocity Obstacle (IVO). In this paper we extend
this to a probabilistic setting and showcase the benefits of the
Probabilsitic version of the Inverse Velocity Obstacle (PIVO)
vis a vis the Probabilistic version of the velocity obstacle
(PVO).
A. Contribution and Main Results
More specifically the paper contributes in the following
ways:
1) It shows that the IVO is amenable to a probabilistic
setting as we cast it into a chance constrained formulation that solves for control actions accounting for
and respecting chance constraints. Chance constraints
are probabilistic constraints of the form Pr(f (·) >
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the proposed navigation framework
with a robot in human shared environment
0) > η which are typically intractable. However they
were shown effective in collision avoidance settings by
solving for surrogate constraints that are tractable and
provide closed form solutions [5], [6], [7].
2) Further we show how bypassing the need to estimate
the drones ego state results in significant decrease in
trajectory lengths without compromising on the safety.
3) We show ablation studies that portray the above advantages vis a vis chance constrained formulations that take
into account state and velocity noise of the drone/egovehicle.
4) Further we bypass the need to model uncertainty in
a parametric setting even as we model the observation/measurement uncertainties non parametrically and
show the efficacy of our formulation in non parametric
setting.
It is to be noted that while PIVO characterizes only measurement/observation and control uncertainties, PVO characterizes state, measurement and control uncertainties.
B. Layout of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section II
presents a brief overview of the previous works. Section III
introduces to the concept of IVO. In Section IV we present
our approach, Probabilistic Inverse Velocity Obstacles and
derive its formulation. Section V presents the Path Optimization scheme and the Navigation framework of the proposed
work. In Section VI we evaluate our method in different
scenarios and present the results compared with the baseline
IVO method. We conclude our work in Section 7.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present a brief overview of the previous
works on the robot navigation in human shared environments.
Works like Velocity Obstacle [4] are quite popular in the
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literature of collision avoidance. Quite a few works like [8],
[9], [10] have branched out from the concept of velocity
obstacle as an elegant extension in different applications.
Our previous work Inverse Velocity Obstacle [3] is one such
extension which removes the dependency on self state inferring technique of the autonomous system there by improving
the computational complexity significantly. In works like
[11][12], extensions to Velocity Obstacles to incorporate car
like obstacles were introduced. All the above methods fail
to generate collision-free velocities in an uncertain environment.
In [13] the uncertainty associated with the obstacle is
handled by modelling it as a Gaussian Process. [14], [1],
[2] model the uncertainty as Gaussian random variables
parameterized by their mean and co-variance. But these
works only consider the uncertainty that arises in the state
estimation of other participants and assume a deterministic
model for the robot. Being an ego-centric framework our
approach eliminates the concept of self-state estimation,
which is the drawback in the above presented methods. In
[15] the presented algorithm considers both the perception
and motion uncertainty but is computationally heavy for
calculating tight probability bound at each step.
We also cite the works like [16] that defines the human
interaction social norms to develop models. In some approaches [17] they assume the humans as static obstacles or
to cooperate with the robots that they share the environment
with. The motion planner proposed in [18] generates the
trajectory by considering the scenario where all the humans
perform their worst possible motion. Learning techniques
like [19], [20] with filter tracking and motion models integrated have been implemented that take into account the
past error while making the future predictions.
Most of the above methods do not handle uncertainty and
even if they do they resort to parametric (Gaussian) models
of state, observation and control noise. Instead the proposed
formulation contrasts itself by handling non parametric noise
models as well as bypassing completely the need to handle
state uncertainty. As a consequence of this it shows less
conservative trajectories without compromising safety of the
interacting agents.
III. P RELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, vectors are denoted in bold letters,
v, matrices in capital, M . ||x|| denotes the Euclidean norm
of x. µx denotes the mean of a random variable x and σx
denotes its standard deviation. xo and x˙o denote the position
and velocity of the obstacle in global frame while xro and
x˙ro denote the position and velocity of the obstacle in the
robot’s frame. xr and x˙r denote the position and velocity
of the robot in global frame. ·(t) denotes the · at time t.
The terms t + δt and t − δt refer to the next and previous
consecutive time steps of t. Pr[.] denotes the probability of
an event and p[.] denotes a probability density function.
A. Inverse Velocity Obstacle
In this section, we briefly review the concept of Inverse
Velocity Obstacle (IVO) [3] and how it differs from tradi-

tional Velocity Obstacle. Consider a mobile robot, denoted
by A, and an obstacle, denoted by B, both taking the shape
of a disc of radius RA and RB respectively. The traditional
velocity obstacle for robot A induced by obstacle B is the
range of velocities of A that can result in a collision with
B at some point in the future. Here, the robot is reduced
to a point while the radius of the obstacle is increased to
RA +RB . The collision cone is formed with point robot at its
vertex. The inverse velocity obstacle reduces the obstacle to
a point object and grows the radius of the robot to RA +RB .
The collision cone is formed with the point obstacle at
its vertex. It is straight forward from this that the inverse
velocity obstacle is the range of velocities of B that can
result in a collision with A at some point in the future.
A graphical representation of collision cones formed with
velocity obstacle and inverse velocity obstacle can be found
in figure (2). We try to find a new relative velocity of the
obstacle which would take the obstacle on a collision free
maneuver. We assume that the velocity of obstacle and the
robot are instantaneously constant during the time interval
δt. This essentially means that the change relative velocity
of the obstacle comes from the change in the velocity of the
robot. The inverse velocity obstacle is given by
f = ||r||2 − (RA + RB )2 −

(rT v)2
||v||2

(1)

 r 

 r
xo (t)
ẋo (t) − ux
r= r
,v = r
yo (t)
ẏo (t) − uy
[xro (t), yor (t)]T describe the relative position of the obstacle
at time t in the robot’s frame of reference. [ux , uy ]T denotes
the change in velocity of the robot (or change in relative
velocity of the obstacle). The collision avoidance is achieved
if the relative velocity vector is outside the collision cone
which is given by f ≥ 0. The relative velocity vector can
be rewritten in terms of robot’s observations as shown in the
equation (2).
#
 " xro (t)−xro (t−δt)
 r
−
u
ẋo (t) − ux
x
= yor (t)−yδtor (t−δt)
v(t) = r
(2)
ẏo (t) − uy
− uy
δt
The relative position of the obstacles can be directly retrieved from sensor data. Since the collision cone is free from
robot’s position and velocity estimates, which are usually
prone to high magnitudes of noise, one can completely
bypass the robot’s state estimations for collision detection
and avoidance.
B. Chance constraints
Consider a random variable x that follows an arbitrary
distribution and a function f (x, ·). Assume that f (x, ·) is the
function of interest and we want at least η portion of the
outcomes of f (x, ·) to be less than λ. This can be expressed
in the form of chance constraint as
Pr(f (x, ·) < λ) ≥ η
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centered.
IV. P ROBABILISTIC IVO
A. Collision avoidance chance constraints
The collision avoidance condition for an obstacle i of
radius RA and a robot of radius RB in a deterministic case
using IVO can be defined as
Ci ≤ 0 :



(rT v)2
− ||r||2 + (RA + RB )2 ≤ 0
||v||2

xr (t)−xro (t−δt)
y r (t)−y ro (t−δt)
) + yor (t).( o
)
δt
δt



2
2
y r (t)−y ro (t−δt)
xo (t)−xro (t−δt)
+ o
δt
δt

xro (t).( o
Ci ≤ 0 :
 r
(a) Velocity obstacles for three obstacles.

2

−(xo (t)2 + yo (t)2 ) + (RA + RB )2 ≤ 0
The terms r and v are the same as mentioned in equation
(1). The collision avoidance chance constraint for the above
case is given by
Pr(Ci ≤ 0) ≥ η

(3)

Here, η the minimum confidence with which we want to
avoid the collision. If we were to consider noise, the random
variables in this case are xro , yor .
B. Solving the collision chance constraint
Cantelli’s inequality states

Pr(x − µx ≥ β)


≤

σ2
σ 2 +β 2

≥ 1 −

if β > 0
2

σ
σ 2 +β 2

if β < 0

In our case, we can re-write the inequality as
(b) Inverse Velocity obstacles for three obstacles.

Fig. 2: Collision cones formed with VO and IVO. In IVO,
the robot is assumed to be at rest while the obstacles move
towards it with their respective relative velocities. The green
relative velocity lie outside the collision cone and hence not
in collision whereas the red ones are in collision.

Pr(Ci − µCi ≥ λσCi )


≤


1
1+λ2

≥1−

1
1+λ2

We try to take all uncertainties possible in the formulation.
Specifically in the case of IVO, the collision detection and
avoidance is invariant to the uncertainty in robot’s position
and velocity. So, we do not consider the uncertainty in state
estimates in our formulation. From equations (1) and (2),
it is evident that the collision detection relies on obstacles’
position which is prone to sensor noise and the new relative
velocity of the obstacle which is effected by the control
noise. We assume that the aforementioned uncertainties come
from noise models following a non-parametric probability
distribution. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
noise models are independent and their means are zero

(4)
if λ < 0

Using equation (4), the chance constraint in equation (3)
can be written as,
Pr(Ci ≤ 0 | µCi + λσCi ≤ 0) ≥

C. Uncertainty assumptions

if λ > 0

λ2
1 + λ2

(5)

V. NAVIGATION U NDER U NCERTAINTY
A. Path Optimization
Consider a robot at xr (t) moving with a velocity vr (t)
towards a goal, g. Since the setting of IVO happens to be in
a ego-centric frame, let us define a relative goal gr given by
gr (t) = g − xr (t)
In a deterministic case, the new velocity that needs to to
be taken to reach the goal is given by
uopt = arg min(vd (t − δt) + vrg (t − δt) − u(t))2
u

(6)
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vd (t) =

gr (t)
· vmax
||gr (t)||

(7)

gr (t) − gr (t − δt)
(8)
=
δt
Where, vd is the desired velocity which takes the robot
towards the goal, u is the change in velocity control given
to the robot and vrg is the velocity estimate of the goal with
respect to the robot. Let us take a case where the goal is
stationary in the global frame. Then the velocity of the robot
in the global frame is given by v(t) = −vrg (t). So, for this
case, the equation (6) boils down to
vrg (t)

uopt = arg min(vd (t − δt) − v(t − δt) − u(t))2
u

Where v(t) is the velocity of the robot in the global frame.
The relative positions of the goal in robot’s frame can be
obtained from a sensor. Since the sensor data can be prone
to noise, we alter the cost in equation (6) a little bit to make
it robust even in the presence of noise. We perform MonteCarlo sampling on the modelled parent distribution of sensor
noise and define a new cost function based on the sum of
squared error between the relative velocity of the goal as
seen from the robot, vrg i (for ith sample), and vd . The path
optimization cost for probabilistic case is given by

uopt = arg min
u

N
M X
X

(vd (t−δt)+vrg i (t−δt)−uj (t))2 (9)

j=1 i=1

vrg i (t)

Where,
and uj (t) are the ith sample of relative
velocity of the goal and j th sample of control obtained
through Monte-Carlo sampling from their respective noise
models.
An alternate approach is to obtain an approximate value
of vrg and u by taking their respective sample means. In this
case, the goal reaching cost is defined using the equation (6).
B. Navigation framework
The navigation of the robot can be now posed as an
optimization problem. Consider the following optimization
problem with variables as u = [ux uy ]T which denote the
controls given to the robot at time step t. The goal in robot’s
frame is given by gr and the maximum attainable velocity
of the robot is given by vmax .
min
u

J = (vd (t − δt) + µvgr (t − δt) − µu (t))2 (10a)

subject to

µCi + λσCi ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , N (10b)

The terms µv and µu in (10a) are the sample means
of velocity of the robot and controls given to the robot
respectively. vd is obtained using equation (7). N is the
number of samples obtained using Monte-Carlo method. We
obtain better sample complexity as the value of N increases.
The constraints given by equation (10b) make sure that

λ
Pr(Ci ) ≥ 1+λ
2 ∀i = 1, . . . , N are satisfied. The larger the
value of λ is, the higher is the lower bound on confidence
of collision avoidance.

VI. R ESULTS
A. Navigation Under Uncertainty
We show qualitative results of the proposed method in
figure (3) where the robot avoids two moving obstacles under
observation and control uncertainty. The moving obstacles
are shown in a shade of orange with their uncertainty
samples giving a noisy visualization. The robot is shown
in blue. We show colliding velocity samples of the robot in
various shades of red and green. More red implies a large
number of velocity samples colliding with a large number
of obstacle samples. More green represents a very small
fraction, possibly even zero, samples of velocities colliding
with very small numbers of obstacle samples. It is to be
noted we only compute the change in velocity as the control
and not the absolute velocity of the robot. It is purely for
illustrative purposes we show velocity samples that are in
collision. Figure (3a) depicts the situation when the robot
has just avoided the obstacle coming from right and only
34.3% of velocity samples are in collision at that moment,
all of which eventually come out as the robot keep moving
towards the left.
This soon turns to deep red in figure (3b) wherein all
velocity samples collide with most obstacle samples. Due to
the computed controls this situation progressively improves
from (3c-3d) as green shades progressively dominate. In (3e)
and (3f), 82.7% and 29.7% of velocities are in collision
respectively and eventually no velocity in collision in (3g).
The robot then safely navigates through the two obstacles
ensuring no collision to finally reach the goal (3h) through
our chance constrained formulation for handling uncertainty.
B. IVO vs VO
In this section we compare the performance of IVO vs
VO. We first compare how they both work in presence of
robot state noise in a deterministic setting. By deterministic
setting we mean that we do not invoke the chance constrained
formulation to compute the robot controls but they are
computed through the deterministic IVO formulation. In
subsection (VI-B.1) we show while robot state noise alone is
present (no observation noise) IVO is superior as it does not
need any estimates of its state for computing the avoidance
maneuver. Then in subsection (VI-B.2) we compare PIVO vs
PVO in a probabilistic framework where robot state noise,
obstacle perception noise and control noise is taken into
account.
1) In presence of Robot State Noise: The uncertainty
due to robot state noise is characterized through a gaussian
distribution with standard deviation of 0.05 metres with
mean as zero. This uncertainty propagates to the state of the
moving obstacle mediated by the measurement. Eventually
this propagates to the velocity of the moving obstacle when
computed as differentiation of states in the classical VO
formulation. This uncertainty leads to collisions and longer
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 3: Collision avoidance sequence considering non-parametric uncertainty. The moving obstacles are shown in a shade of
orange with their uncertainty samples while the robot is shown in blue. The velocity samples are shown in shades of green
and red depending how many velocity samples are in collision with the obstacle samples. x and y axis in the plots denote
position (m) in x and y direction.

Fig. 4: Deterministic collision avoidance comparison between IVO and VO in presence of robot state noise. The
figure demonstrates how IVO is invariant to the noise and
manages to avoid collision. x and y axis in the plots denote
position (m) in x and y direction.
trajectories of VO agent. Whereas the IVO agent computes
the relative velocity of the obstacle with respect to the goal
directly from observations bypassing the need to estimate
the robot state. This results in collision free trajectories. The
VO agent apart from colliding takes a longer path of 25.6859
meters in 29.1 seconds while the IVO agent takes a collision
free maneuver towards the goal covering a shorter distance
of 22.4833 meters in 23.1 seconds. The figure (4) shows the
different trajectories taken in both the cases.
2) Trajectory Comparison for PIVO vs PVO: Here we
consider a probabilistic framework where uncertainty related
to robot state, perception and control is taken. The figure (5)

show the comparison of the trajectories taken by PIVO and
PVO for different configurations (5a-5c) whereas the table
I quantifies how well the PIVO performs in comparison to
PVO for those cases. The PIVO trajectories are shown with
orange solid lines while the PVO ones are shown with blue
dashed lines. It is to be noted that the PIVO trajectories
are less deviant because they are handling lower values of
variance in their chance constraints due to their ability to not
account for robot state which are noisy to produce collision
avoidance manoeuvre. The PIVO trajectories take smaller
amount of time to reach the goal while covering a smaller
distance as well. For the cases taken here there is an average
reduction of 10.73% and 14.06% in the distance travelled
and time taken for PIVO in comparison to PVO.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we presented PIVO an algorithmic framework to handle the uncertain dynamic environment shared
by humans using the concept of chance constraints. The presented framework can handle any non-parametric uncertainty
and doesn’t approximate it to any parametric distribution.
Being an ego-centric framework it removes the dependency
on the state estimation techniques for inferring the self
state there by reducing the computational complexity and
aiding for real time implementation. We have evaluated
our framework through numerical simulations in different
conditions. We show performance gain of PIVO over PVO
in terms of trajectory deviation and time while continuing
to maintain safety. Our future work include extending the
framework for non-holonomic systems.
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TABLE I: Trajectory Comparison for λ = 1.2
Config.

Robot Position Noise (m)
[σx , σy ]

Robot Velocity Noise (ms−1 )
[σẋ , σẏ ]

Perception Noise (m)

(a)
(b)
(c)

[0.6014,0.6939]
[0.6014,0.6939]
[0.6014,0.2195]

[0.2,0.2236]
[0.2,0.2236]
[0.4472,0.5477]

[0.1902,0.2195]
[0.1902,0.2195]
[0.1902,0.2195]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Trajectory Comparison of VO and IVO. The blue and
orange paths are a result of velocity obstacle while the red
path is the one taken by the IVO agent. Obstacle trajectories
are not shown in these figures for clarity and ease of viewing.
x and y axis in the plots denote position (m) in x and y
direction.
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